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On paper she had it all: an exciting career, growing business, massive house,
picture-perfect husband and dog, but in 2015, Lauren woke up to her true passion
and purpose - coaching people out of burnout. Lauren made the tough and
necessary decision to end her marriage, give away her business, sell her house, get
certified as a coach, move back to Washington, DC and finally live for herself.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lauren's customized workshops and presentations are relevant, honest and
inspiring to every audience she speaks with. From time management to
productivity, Lauren provides accessible and manageable tips and shifts for
participants to gain insight, awareness and motivation to improve their lives at
work, home and beyond. 

 
Lauren is an incredibly bright and

energetic speaker! She is so engaging
with her audience and relevant to their

unique challenges. 
- Delores Lail, Women in Trucking  

 
Lauren e is an incredibly engaging
speaker with a creative and fresh
perspective. Her presentation was

perfectly tailored to our members and
left those in attendance feeling inspired

and motivated. 
- Renee Albrecht, DC EcoWomen 

 

Advanced Learning Institute  
AAUW (American Association of
University Women) 
APMP (Association of Proposal
Manager Professionals)
Association Success
Centric Indianapolis Day of
Innovation 
DC EcoWomen 
Mindspace DC 
NDSS (National Down Syndrome
Society) 
Reston Herndon Meeting Planners 
Rosslyn BID 
Sparkle Hustle Grow
ThirdWay 
Women in Trucking

Workshops and Presentations

Lauren's Spoken For...

Spit That Fire: Uncovering Your Inner SpitFire

The 55/5 Rule to Problem-Solving

Meeting People Where They Are: How to Deploy Empathy

The 7 Levels of Core Energy Leadership
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What makes us more or less energized? Who is more prone to burnout?  
Lauren breaks down the four elements of The SpitFire Tetrahedron that are  

critical for you and your team's success.

Have you been doing problem-solving all wrong??? Lauren shares her efficiently
empathetic method to effective solution creation.

What if you could read the thoughts, emotions and future reactions of your
stakeholders. In this interactive workshop, Lauren leverages case studies,  

core energy coaching and empathy to increase your engagement and loyalty in  
your communication strategy.

Understand your leadership lens, stress reactions and team member triggers in this
eye-opening half-day workshop. Individual assessments will be aggregated for a

custom team report and debrief.

In her latest book Spitting Fire: Your Guide to Reignite and
Maintain Your Passion at Home, Work and Beyond, Lauren
shares her story of wake up and transition and walks readers
through the exercises and tools needed to uncover their own
SpitFire Power.

Contact Information

www.spitfirecoach.com 
lauren@spitfirecoach.com 

202.656.0277 
@laurenlemunyan


